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Each subject is pivotal for learners' prosperity. Whatever the situation may be, the modality to arouse pupils' fervor towards a subject bears multitude narrative.

Technology and Livelihood Education or TLE is a skill-based and a dynamic subject and is navigated fundamentally in reinforcing a training ground for the people to be prepared for family living. For a few, this subject is a way for delivering the learners both scholarly and vocational preparation crucial to be profitable in future endeavors. Others may have envisioned on securing the skills on this subject as an employment opportunity or means of business venture.

Contextual components can possibly impact TLE pupils' reasoning. The atmosphere in academic institution and one's abode could trigger an array of stances that cradle a major aftermath in the schoolers' inspiration and general triumph. These might as well intervene with various means and could likewise hamper the learner's capability to counteract these matters with school responsibilities, making issues unequivocally about them. Motivations are personally engaged with practically every part of the learning cycle and, in this manner, a comprehension of the idea of motivation inside the school setting is crucial.

Tasks are considered intrinsic motivation when they are described by chief instigators, for example, duty, challenge, accomplishment, assortment, and progression extrinsically motivating activities are those determined by remotely controlled rewards, for example, material belongings and eminence. Then again, learners' disposition towards learning is another topic that is contended to anticipate scholarly results. The
cycle which made the learners persuasively picked the kind of track in Technology and Livelihood Education or Home Economics might have driven them to create positive demeanor towards learning.

Having these contemplations, one of our indispensable jobs as TLE educators, is to stimulate favorable motivation and perspectives among learners and furnished them with aptitudes that will be their weapon in family living. It is the least alternative to desert them.
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